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Department of Philosophy and Dialogue  
Faculty of Theology  
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań 
 
 

International Interdisciplinary Scientific Conference 
"Why is life worth living? An old question in new times" 

- introduction 
 
 

 
At our conference, we would like to take a broad approach to life. Our aim is to explore anew 
the seemingly old question about life. Together with a group of world-leading academics in 
their respected fields, we would like to browse a vast range of different answers to the 
problem of life to discover a few new ones and put the old ones in a new context of 
contemporary debates conducted in different academic disciplines. Our conference is open 
to theologians, philosophers and other scholars interested in the problem of life in its various 
aspects.  
 
New challenges to the future of theology and the development of Christian thought in our 
country require an entirely new way of thinking. That is why opening to the academic world 
and welcoming new ideas and new theological and philosophical movements seem crucial to 
survival and growth of theology in Poland.  
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Rev. Dr Andrew Pinsent 
Research Director 
Ian Ramsey Centre for Science and Religion 
University of Oxford 
 

Science, the Natural and the Supernatural 

Naturalism, even in the ancient Aristotelian sense, has enjoyed a qualified revival in the 
philosophy of science but supernaturalism remains ambiguous. On one hand, popular culture 
is replete with ‘superheroes’ and well-funded transhumanist research projects witness to the 
human yearning to transcend nature. On the other hand, supernaturalism is often treated as 
almost synonymous with being outside science or anti-scientific. In this presentation, I argue 
that a reappraisal is needed of what Christianity originally meant by the supernatural, the 
central notion of which is a human life transfigured by divine grace. I show how contemporary 
developments in science can help interpret the meaning of this life, as described by St Thomas 
Aquinas (d. 1274). I conclude by examining competing visions of supernaturalism relevant to 
the contemporary world and what is at stake in this drama for our science, culture, and 
flourishing. 
 
ANDREW PINSENT is a Research Fellow of Harris Manchester College, Research Director of 
the Ian Ramsey Centre for Science and Religion, a member of the Theology and Religion 
Faculty at Oxford University, and a Catholic priest of the Diocese of Arundel and Brighton. He 
was formerly a high-energy physicist on the DELPHI experiment at the LEP particle accelerator 
at CERN, has degrees in philosophy and theology from the Pontifical Gregorian University and 
a second doctorate, in philosophy. He is the author of many publications on virtue ethics, 
neurotheology, science and religion, the philosophy of the person, divine action, and the 
nature of evil. In the media, in schools, and at a great diversity of other venues, he is a regular 
contributor to public engagement with science and faith issues.  
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Dr. Stephanie Rumpza 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV) 
 

Phenomenology of the Christian Life: Transfiguration of the Gaze 
 

Christians make distinct claims about the world. On what grounds do they do so? Approaching 
from a theoretical perspective, we can acknowledge Christians’ claim to have access to 
privileged sources of information, such as the scriptures or the apostolic tradition. However, 
approaching from a phenomenological perspective, we cannot make an immediate appeal to 
such concepts, for truth is grounded in the given of lived experience. This method thus seems 
to suffer from an obvious poverty: there are no evidently privileged experiences that 
Christians have which would seem to immediately differ from experiences available to anyone 
else. How then can phenomenology lead us to any substantial understanding of the Christian 
life? In this paper I will argue that, phenomenologically, the heart of the issue lies not simply 
in what we see but in how we see it. Drawing inspiration from the theological tradition, one 
might call this a “transfiguration of vision.” I will explore one major way that the 
“hermeneutic” of transfiguration is effected by giving a phenomenological account of the 
practice of prayer, and in particular the prayer before the icon. By considering how this form 
of prayer trains us into a distinct way of seeing, it is possible to recognize what new 
understanding this vision offers and what implications it has for life. 
 
STEPHANIE RUMPZA is a visiting researcher in philosophy at the Sorbonne. Her current work 
explores the concept of mediation in the philosophy of language, aesthetics, and religion. 
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Dr Angélica Morales Arizmendi 
Universidad Mistica in Avila 
 

Care: the foundation that moves life and opens up meaning 
 
Current phenomenology describes care in a way that seems to me to be quite apt for the 
purpose. Care is not a concrete emotion, feeling or experience but the foundation of the 
situation of human life in the world. It is not restlessness or despair, although they can lead 
to it. Restlessness, despair, anxiety, are in any case ways of living care, as are patience, hope, 
desire and love. Care does not predetermine or predispose anything, except for movement 
and the search for peace, but its measure is not given by anything in the world. 
 
That said, care becomes an essential element in the achievement or failure of existence. Will 
it be the free attitude that opens up meaning or leaves us in meaninglessness? 
 
In order to demonstrate care as the foundation that moves life and opens up meaning, it must 
be described as an original experience that situates man in the world in a certain way. 
 
Our aim is an anthropology of human development under the condition of a life unsettled by 
two paths that perhaps coincide in existence: the commotion of the self as self and other and 
the opening to transcendence towards the Other. For the theme, the author first of all limits 
herself to meditate under contemporary terms: life and meaning as a variant of the classical 
Augustinian magna queastio who am I? I recall the famous words of the confessions of St. 
Augustine (i 1,1) "You made us Lord for yourself and our heart is restless until it rests in you".  
We begin by discovering the phenomenon of care as an existential foundation. In a second 
step, we clarify what the original experiences are and how they differ from ordinary 
experiences, taking the Husserlian heritage as a starting point, in order to make a 
philosophical meditation on the cared life. In this way, we focus on the original experience of 
mystery as an event that gives vital identity and meaning, or, on the contrary, leads to despair 
and meaninglessness. In this way we offer some well-founded conclusions about care, 
commotion and the longing for the perfect Good. 
 
ANGÉLICA MORALES ARIZMENDI was born in Mexico and came to Spain 14 years ago. She 
currently lives and lectures on mystical phenomenon at the University of Mysticism in Avila 
and teaches leadership and discernment for church organizations at the University of 
Comillas. She defended her doctoral dissertation entitled. "Towards a Phenomenology of 
Mysticism. Confluences in the thought of Juan Martín Velasco and Miguel García-Baró". Her 
research in the field of philosophy and religion, include directions such as: mystical 
anthropology, phenomenology, contemporary thought and leadership formation. She is also 
interested in the processes linking reason and spirit. Furthermore she is an enthusiast of 
mystagogy. 
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Prof. Catherine Pickstock 
Official Fellow of Emmanuel College 
Director of Studies in Theology, Religion and Philosophy of Religion  
Norris-Hulse Professor of Divinity 
Faculty of Divinity 
University of Cambridge 
 

Radical orthodoxy and new ways of thinking 
 
I hope to give a talk about the radical orthodoxy movement and how it was driven by an 
attempt to articulate thought-structures which are sensitive to the way reality seems to 
present itself. 
 
CATHERINE PICKSTOCK – I am the co-founder of a critical international field-changing 
theological movement, Radical Orthodoxy (with John Milbank and Graham Ward, London: 
Routledge, 1999), recently dubbed ‘the Cambridge School’. This movement began as an essay 
collection Radical Orthodoxy: A new theology (London: Routledge 1998), 2 book series 
(Radical Orthodoxy, Routledge, and Illuminations, Blackwell), several series of workshops and 
conferences, an online journal, a research centre; there have been countless published and 
online responses (see for example TELOS and Wikipedia, conference responses etc.). I am also 
engaged in research collaborations with researchers from a range of disciplines, including 
English, modern and medieval Languages, International Relations, architectural theory, 
comparative literature, history and philosophy of science, as well as on projects with 
composers, stone letter-carvers and liturgists. 
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Prof. AMU Dr hab. Sławomir Leciejewski 
Faculty of Philosophy 
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań 
 
 

Anthropic Universe - cosmic context of biological evolution 
 
In this presentation I will answer the question: can protein life forms appear in every 
theoretically possible Universe? The notion of anthropic Universe will be the concept that will 
enable us to answer this question. I will present its features (the so-called delicate alignment, 
cosmic coincidences) and give examples of parameters of the Universe that enable the 
appearance of life in it. I will summarise my considerations in the form of the so-called weak 
and strong anthropic principle and give an answer to a theological question: can the anthropic 
principle (i.e. cosmic coincidence, delicate alignment, low probability of the initial state of the 
Universe) be regarded as another argument in favour of creationism? 
 
SŁAWOMIR LECIEJEWSKI is a graduate of physics, philosophy and theology at Adam 
Mickiewicz University in Poznań. In 2002, on the basis of the thesis The Observer in Anthropic 
Cosmology, he received the degree of Doctor of Humanities in Philosophy, and in 2014, on 
the basis of the monograph Digital Revolution in Experimental Research, he received the 
degree of Doctor of Science. He has published papers on the philosophy of science 
(cosmology) and technology, and on the methodology of natural sciences. Currently, he is 
also interested in the philosophy of computer science and science-religion relations. 
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Prof. KUL Dr hab. Dorota Kornas-Biela 
Chair of Special Pedagogy  
Institute of Pedagogy  
Faculty of Social Sciences 
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin 
 

Personality-forming character of the prenatal bond as a task of prenatal upbringing 
 
The concept of prenatal upbringing is based on the personalistic vision of man, which assumes 
that man possesses an unchangeable from the conception personal identity, therefore the 
prenatal child has the status of a person and with it all personal rights, among others to 
integral upbringing. The essence of prenatal education is the "meeting of persons". - the 
educator and the child. Prenatal upbringing is the first stage of education of a human person. 
It is directed towards helping the child from conception in the dynamic growth in humanity. 
Education is the bestowal of humanity (John Paul II). It is a two-way gift and is based on a 
relationship which is educative for both parties in the relationship. Interactional dynamism is 
a fundamental feature of the prenatal environment. The child learns how to be a human being 
through the parents' bond with him or her, itself endowing them with all that his or her person 
brings into their lives. The prenatal bond can express itself in different ways of communication 
with the child. Its timing, the ways in which it manifests itself, the lifelong consequences for 
the development of all the participants in prenatal communication depend on many factors. 
Thanks to the prenatal bond, this period of life is a "school of love", which is important for 
the formation of the child's personality and that of his or her loved ones, as well as the totality 
of his or her development and functioning. Ensuring the prenatal child's upbringing thanks to 
the emotional bond with it and the behaviour undertaken by its parents towards it is 
necessary for it to become a personality ally mature person who will be able to achieve the 
ultimate goal of life.  
 
DOROTA KORNAS-BIELA - PhD in psychology, holder of a postdoctoral degree in pedagogy, 
professor at the Catholic University of Lublin, Head of the Department of Psychopedagogy at 
the Institute of Pedagogy of the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin; author of books: 
"Around the beginning of human life". (3rd ed. 2004), "Psychological problems of genetic 
counselling and prenatal diagnostics" (1996), "Pedagogy of the human life" (2004), 
"Psychological problems of genetic counselling and prenatal diagnostics" (2004). (1996), 
"Prenatal Pedagogy. A new area of the science of upbringing". (2009); "Witness of Truth. 
Włodzimierz Fijałkowski". (2013), author of 2 collective works "Psychophysical development 
of a child before birth". (1988,1991,1993) and "How I came into being". (1998), editor of 8 
books, author of about 250 articles and scientific chapters and over 200 popular science 
articles, numerous expert opinions and reviews; active participant of over 200 congresses and 
symposia, many press conferences, over 100 radio and TV programmes; Fulbright Foundation 
Scholar in Cambridge and Boston (Harvard Divinity School and Population Sciences Dept, 
Harvard School of Public Health) and the Socrates/Erasmus Programme; she initiated and 
supervises the Prenatal Psychology Section of the Polish Psychological Association and the 
Inter-faculty Family Studies at the Catholic University of Lublin; she is an expert at the Ministry 
of National Education, a member of scientific societies and the National Council for Women's 
Pastoral Care. She disseminates knowledge on prenatal and procreation psychology, prenatal 
pedagogy, family pedagogy and health in many centres in Poland; she has been awarded the 
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Golden Cross of Merit for outstanding activity in support of family development (2010), the 
Medal of the National Education Commission (2011), and the Gold Medal for Long Service 
(2012). 
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Rev. Dr Przemysław Zgórecki 
Department of Philosophy and Dialogue 
Faculty of Theology 
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan 
 

The problem of human life in contemporary French phenomenology of religion 
 
The phenomenon of phenomenology never ceases to amaze. How it happened that the 
project, which was initially supposed to be only a consolidation of the theoretical foundations 
of logic, became the leading philosophical trend of the last century. Phenomenology proved 
to be a breakthrough in the way philosophy was practised and in the study of consciousness. 
It does not place God, man or even things at the centre, but phenomenon. It focuses on the 
consideration of the so-called phenomenological problem, which consists of three questions: 
Does our experience have immanent structures, and if so, what is their status? Are they 
accidental or necessary? Are they autonomous, and to what extent do they remain so, in 
relation to the rules established by language and the conceptual schemes through which they 
can be expressed and thought? These three questions lead us at the same time to the very 
heart of reason, where we discover the fundamental thesis of phenomenology: there is an 
autonomy of the pre-linguistic order, of pre-predicative experience, as Husserl would say, in 
relation to higher forms of thought and language. Experience has an immanent logos, which 
phenomenology aims to explain. Experience is therefore first, phenomenon is first, logos is 
first. In light of these questions and definitions, the phenomenology of religion appears to be 
a problematic concept, to say the least. How does the study of the transcendental structure 
of experience, valid always, everywhere and for every consciousness, relate to problems as 
subjective as the question of the meaning of life, which, after all, always remains somehow 
related to the question of religion. How can the grounding of logic lead us to answers to 
questions of an anthropological or, even more so, religious nature. How then is it possible 
that the problem of human life has turned out to be the fundamental problem of 
phenomenology? We will look for the answer to this question in French phenomenology. We 
will see how it was shaped by well-known classics, such as Emmanuel Levinas, Jean-Louis 
Chretienne, Jean-Luc Marion and Michel Henry, as well as by very interesting contemporary 
thinkers, such as Calude Romano, Emmanuel Falque, Jean-Yves Lacoste, Emmanuel Gabellieri, 
Emmanuel Housset, Philippe Capelle-Dumont. 
 
PRZEMYSŁAW ZGÓRECKI - philosopher, theologian, associated with the Department of 
Philosophy and Dialogue at the Faculty of Theology of Adam Mickiewicz University. Currently 
conducting research on contemporary French phenomenology of religion. 
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Dr Mikołaj Gębka 
Department of Philosophy and Dialogue 
Faculty of Theology 
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan 
 

Around the beginning and the end of human life. Reflection on the attitude of Poles  
to selected bioethical issues from the teaching of the Catholic Church in the light of social 

opinion surveys. 
 
Among many issues taken up in social opinion surveys, one can also find attempts to capture 
the respondents' attitude to widely understood ethical issues, including bioethics. The paper 
will present the attitude of Poles, recorded over the years, to four selected bioethical 
problems, to which the Catholic Church pays special attention in its teaching, and which are 
related to the beginning and/or end of human life. Some of them are regulated by the law (as 
permissible, partly permissible or impermissible), and there are also those which are generally 
not the subject of interest of the law. 
The first of them, which appears most frequently in the research, is abortion, presented in 
the context of various possible conditions of its performance (e.g. a threat to health or life of 
the mother, pregnancy being the result of a prohibited act, a high probability of 
faults/diseases of the foetus or, for example, a situation when a woman does not want to 
have a child). The second problem which is analysed relatively frequently is the issue of in 
vitro fertilisation (including its admissibility in the case of married couples, informal unions or 
single women, as well as the question of creating surplus embryos and freezing them). The 
third issue analysed, which appears in the research much less frequently, is euthanasia 
(understood as the shortening of the life of a patient on his/her consciously expressed wish). 
Finally, the fourth, the least frequently undertaken, is contraception. Research on particular 
issues is usually inspired by current socio-political events (such as attempts to change 
legislation and social protests in the case of abortion, or information coming from other 
countries about high-profile cases of euthanasia or changes in legislation). 
The paper will first present the attitude of general respondents to the above mentioned 
issues, and then respondents declaring regular religious practices. The observation of the 
opinion of the latter raises the question about the effectiveness of the message of the 
Church's teaching on the above mentioned bioethical issues. 
 
MIKOŁAJ GĘBKA - sociologist, assistant professor at the Faculty of Theology of Adam 
Mickiewicz University, graduate of Postgraduate Studies of the Family (AMU), scientific 
interests: sociology of the family. 
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"Christian Philosophy"  
- journal of the Department of Philosophy and Dialogue of the Faculty of Theology  

of Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan 
 
Scope and coverage of the journal 
"Christian Philosophy" is a peer-reviewed academic journal presenting results of research in 
the field of philosophy. However, the scope of the journal may extend to other humanities, 
including theology. To date, the journal has had a national scope in Poland. Individual issues 
are devoted to separate topics. Each issue is produced in collaboration with authors from 
various academic centres. Apart from articles, the journal contains discussions, scientific 
reviews, conference reports and varia. As it is a philosophical journal, the topics are 
approached from various perspectives, e.g. philosophical anthropology, ethics, analytical 
philosophy or phenomenology. "Christian Philosophy" is an annual. The yearbook aims to 
examine the problems present in contemporary culture from a philosophical perspective. 
Hence, the research area so far has included such issues as person, freedom, guilt, will, values 
or body. Subsequent issues are published at the end of the calendar year. The editor-in-chief 
of the journal is Prof. Krzysztof Stachewicz. 
 
History of the journal 
The first issue of "Christian Philosophy" was published in 2004 as a journal of the Department 
of Christian Philosophy of the Faculty of Theology of Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan. 
The founder and first editor was Revd Prof. Marek Jędraszewski. Since 2008, the editor-in-
chief has been Prof. Krzysztof Stachewicz. 
 
Review process 
Most of the materials published in "Christian Philosophy" are commissioned texts that have 
received positive reviews. Unsolicited articles will be used insofar as they fit into the thematic 
profile of the issues being prepared, have received positive reviews and meet the formal 
requirements. Unused material will be returned to the author. 
Submitting an article/review/report/translation/lecture for publication is equivalent to 
stating: that the text has not been published anywhere before (also in electronic form) and 
that it is not involved in any other editing process 
As a rule, we do not include material that has previously appeared in print or as an electronic 
publication. The exceptions are translations from foreign languages of texts not yet available 
in Polish. 
The text of a lecture or reading should include information on when and on what forum it was 
presented. 
The article is reviewed anonymously, so please do not include in the text information that 
would make it easier to identify the author. 
The author does not receive an honorarium, only an author's copy of the journal. 
 
Reviewing rules 
Two independent reviewers from outside the unit specializing in the topic of the article are 
appointed to review each article. 
The editors guarantee anonymity of the reviewing process (double-blind review process). 
Reviews are written and end with an unequivocal statement of approval or disapproval of the 
article for publication. 
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Conclusions of reviews and possible comments of reviewers are sent to authors of articles. If 
the text is accepted for publication, the author should respond to the reviewers' comments 
and make the required corrections. 
The names of reviewers collaborating with the editorial board on the "Christian Philosophy" 
website are not the same as the names of reviewers invited to collaborate on subsequent 
issues of the journal. 
 
Open access policy 
The journal provides immediate and open access to all its content, following the principle that 
freely available research enhances and accelerates the global development of science and the 
exchange of knowledge. The editors encourage authors to submit articles published in the 
journal to open access repositories (after peer review or publisher's final version) provided 
they provide a link to the journal website and the DOI number of the article. 
 
Ethical principles 
Ghostwriting and guest authorship are signs of scientific dishonesty, and any detected cases 
will be documented and exposed, including notification of the authors' institutions, scientific 
societies and editors of scientific publications. 
Ghostwriting occurs when someone has made an essential contribution to a publication but 
has not disclosed their participation as one of the authors or their role is not mentioned in 
the acknowledgements included in the publication. 
Honorary authorship occurs when there is little or no contribution to the publication, but the 
author or co-author is listed. 
Authors are kindly requested to indicate the contribution of all persons who contributed to 
the text proposed to our editorial board (indicating their affiliation and specifying their 
contribution), 
information on the sources of funding for the research carried out in connection with its 
preparation. 
In order to notify co-authors and sources of funding, we ask authors to complete and return 
the statement for authors (link below). The statement can be sent by traditional mail or 
electronically (at the latest on the day of sending the final version of the text for printing). In 
the case of an electronic version, please send a scan of the statement with your own signature 
in the following formats: *.pdf, *.jpg to: zsfch@amu.edu.pl 
 
In the traditional version, the statement should be sent to the following address: 
 
Editorial Office of the journal:  
"Christian Philosophy",  
ul. Wieżowa 2/4,  
61-111 Poznań 
Poland 


